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І. Terms

Window Rectangular  area  on  the  work  area  with  frame  and  header  row  showing  application
programs, folders, or documents.

Zone, Panel Panel or zone is a separate part of the interface, which are grouped elements to business
processes and objects. 

Dialog box A window for  setting  the  information  needed  to  properly  perform  the  system or  the
selected option. 

File A file stored in the external memory of your computer on a media such as a hard disk, a
floppy disk. Each file has attributes that define the file status - name, type, size, date of
creation, and modifications.  

IP аddress A unique number that is used by machines (typically computers) to connect to each other
when sending information over the Internet  or a local  area network using the Internet
Protocol (IP) protocol.

Menu The menu is an element of the system interface that allows the user to choose one of its
functionalities.

Submenu The submenu is a menu that is an element of the main menu. For its part it may contain a
submenu, etc.

Field The field is part of the interface and can be entered into the interface. Typically, the boxes
have a label that tells users and tells them what to expect in the box.

Required field The required field is a field where always entered data. This field is marked with a red star
(*)

Button Graphical control from the system interface through which a command is executed - for
example, a data record.

Falling menu The drop-down list is a graphical control, when selecting a list of all the options on the

subject from the field label .

Navigation bar The navigation bar navigates between the pages with search results found.
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ІІ. Log in and out of the system. User session and password.

Logging in the system is by running a browser (Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, etc.),

entering the system's IP address, and entering a username and password in the appropriate

fields.

     

If  the user name is incorrectly entered and / or  the password is displayed, an error message

will be displayed and the login will be failed.
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Exit from the system is done via the "Exit" button located in the top right corner of the

menu bar„ ”.

Changing the password can be done by selecting the user button (after the user is already in the

system).

ІІІ. Menu bar and function buttons

The menu bar accesses the system functionalities that are visualized according to the

user's access rights. 

The main bar consists several  elements - navigation buttons, active page number field,

page number information, range of results displayed on the active page, and total number of
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results found. 

 The navigation buttons are: first page  , last page  , previous page   and next

page .

                                     

Тhe function keys in the system are as follows: 

The "Close" button is used to return to the previous step. 

The "Look" button is used to display detailed information. 

Hide/Show columns with information in the documents. 

The  Save  button  is  used  to  record  entered  information  or  after
making any changes.

The "Clear" button is used to reset. 

The Print button is used to generate and print documents. 

The "Edit" button is used for document changes. 

The Delete button is used to remove documents.

The "Attach File" button is used to apply documents. 

The Review button is used for a detailed view of a specific operation. 

The "Add Payment" button is used when the payment method needs to be
specified or when it needs to be changed. 

"PDF" button - generates a file with a .pdf extension that  can be
opened with  Adobe Acrobat Reader

The Send Letter button opens a window where each document can
be emailed. 
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The "Commercial document" button allows you to print the document. 

The “Generate Invoice” button creates a new invoice based on the data
entered in the document. 

The "Order for expedition" button generates a document transferring for
goods and services. 

"Recipe" button refers to editing an item (recipe) 

Home page - When starting the system, the homepage will be loaded, giving information about

reports about expired items, commodities with minimum quantities, recent operations, sales types, and

document search. 

1. "Operations" - the menu also includes submenus for sales, deliveries, wasteges, revisions,

transfers, production, claims, etc. 

1.1 "New Sale" - In order for a new sale to be entered, all fields relating to the warehouse, the

cashier  and the client must be filled in. From the drop-down list,  select  the item and

quantity and the "Add" button. Search for an article is by name or part of the name, as

well as by article number and bar code. It is possible to place more than one item in one
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sale. 

 After the sales items have been introduced, the amount of the sale has to be calculated. There

is a choice of the payment method and the sales discounts. 

1.1.2 "Sales List" -  displays all entered sales by date, filtered search, reference in different

formats. 

When choosing a sale it can be edited, reviewed, add payment invoiced. As you approach the

mouse, each of the symbols has information. 
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Selecting the "Advanced Search" button will open other fields that expand your search. 

1.2 "Delivery" 

The menu has the functionality to create a new delivery and review all deliveries. 

1.1.1 “New delivery”

For a new delivery it is necessary to fill in - the object, the supplier, the date of delivery

and everything needed as delivery data.  
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After selecting an item, the fields with additional information must be filled in. 

The required delivery data is: delivered quantity, unit sales price. The total value of the

delivery will be calculated. There is a possibility for a trade discount as a percentage. 

Deliveries can also be loaded from an external .csv file. 

When you are ready to save the new information you can click the “Save”button.

1.2.2 “Delivery list” - a list of all your deliveries is displayed in the menu and you can

search the list 
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You have  the  option  to  make changes  in  the  delivery  list.  Data  can  be  opened  in  a

different format  – pdf., excell, csv.

1.2 Wasteges list  - Уou can enter a new wastage. Also check the wastages lists 

1.3.1 “New wastage” – You need to create in the menu the information for new wastage. 

 After completing the required data, select the item from the drop-down menu. A window
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will appear in which additional information, such as quantity, unit price and other should be

entered. It is possible to add multiple items.

                 

To save the entered data, select the "Save" button. The entered items will appear in a list that can

be corrected and removed. 

To save the entered data, select the "Save" button.

1.3.2 "List of Wasteges" - in the menu there is a list of all entered wasteges. You can search by 

warehouse, date, client, vendor, document number, and user.
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1.3  "Revision" – you need to select  what type of revision you want to make – in which

warehouse you want to make the revision – and to be by list or item by item. 

1.4.1 „New revision” – first you select the warehouse,  then you select the type of the revision

and then you need to select the “continue”button.

 

1.4.1.1 Revision – „By list” – The items have sertain order:alphabetical, by number, barcode

and expected quantities.
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When you can check the revision list to start the revision you have to select the “Begin

revision” button  which is on the end of the list.
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Fill the real items in your warehouse under the “Found quan�ty”field.

A�er you fill the necessary quan��es to finish the revision you have to select the “Finish

revision”bu�on. VERY IMPORTANT:  CHECK ALL OF YOUR ITEMS, because if you don’t fill the “found

quan�ty”  field  for  some of  the  items,  the system will  save them as  zero  (0)  quan��es  in  your

warehouse.

           

1.4.2  „List  of  revisions”-  Will  show  you  all  the  revisions  that  you’ve  made  from  the

beginning of your warehouse. You have also the option to print every revision that you’ve

made item by item.
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The menu gives you the chance to search the revisions by: warehouse, fiscal device, date and

opera�on number. The list with revisions could be downloaded as pdf, excel and csv.

1.4.3 Reset negative batch  – gives a list with negative batches in the warehouse.

1.5 „Transfer” – Gives the option to transfer items from one warehouse to another.
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When you choose an item you will see a window with information for the transferred

items. 

                                                

In the menu you can see the quan��es of the items you have in your warehouse. The

last field is for the quan��es you want to transfer from store one to store two.. Then you

need only to choose the ‘save’ bu�on.

1.6 “Production” -  it  is appropriate  to create different  items that  includes engredients  or

compiled products. 

1.6.1 „New production” – You will see a window with several fields you have to fill. After
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that you have to choose the production item in which will see another window in which you

have to fill the quantity you want to create and the necessary products. To finish the operation

you need to choose the “finish” button. 
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1.6.2  List with productions – You’ll have a list with the productions you’ve made to the

moment. On the right you’ll see 

1.6.3 Decompositions– This is the opposite operation of production. 

1.6.4  List of decompositions –  You will see list of the decays in your warehouse until the

moment.

1.7 Returns from client –  If a client want to return product or some kind of a service you’ll

need to return the quantities to the warehouse. That is how this operation works. 
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This is how the window with the new return looks like.
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1.8.2 List of returns – You can check all of the returns you’ve made in your warehouse.
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1.7.1 Returns to suppliers
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1.8.3 List of the returns to supliers.

2 Stocks

2.1 Items
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2.1.1

Search – The warehouses have the option to search items by different helping fields: By

number,  barcode,  name  and  types.  You  have  bonus  searching  fields:  by  register,

register number and item group.

2.1.2 New item – You’ll see a window in which you have to fill all the information that you

need for the certain product. 

2.1.2.1Basics- You have to fill the item, the type, the unit, the tax group and the bar codes if

it’s needed. 
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2.1.2.2Additional Data – You can put expiry date, also minimum and optimal quantity.  

2.1.2.3  Fiscal device – This is the number of the item in the fiscal device and the name of the

product. 

2.1.2.4Recipe – You can compile products into one and the “Recipe”operation can give this

option.
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2.1.2.5 In recipe – if the item is compiled in this window you will see all the recepies

in which it is included.

2.1.3 List with items – You will see all the items you’ve created and the information for the

certain product. 

2.2 Item groups.

2.2.1 List – You will see all the created item groups in your warehouse. You have also the

option to edit information. 
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2.2.2 Item groups – You can edit an item group by your choice. 

2.2.2.1Products by group – you can add already created from you items in item group by

your choice.

2.3 Discounts – you can add discounts.
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2.3.1 Add new discount

2.3.1.1Basics– Here you have the option to give a name to the specific discount rule. Also

you can choose how to modify the certain discount rule. It could be by percent also by

price. You can choose the activation time when the price rule to start and when to be

over.

2.3.1.2 Items –  You can choose the discount rule to include only one or two items. And the

discount could be by percent or by price.

2.3.1.3 Item groups – You can modify discounts for different item groups. For a certain hour

or week or even a year.

2.3.1.4Clients– You have the option to give client discount thanks to this price rule.
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2.3.1.5 Store – You need to add the store in which the discount rule to be applied.

2.3.1.6 Statistics – summary.

2.4 Online store – If you get the online store module you could connect I-Cash to your own

online store. 

2.4.1 Item–  You will see a list with items from I-Cash that could be transferred to your

Online Store and also a button for transfer from your Online Store to I-Cash.

2.4.2 Item groups– You could transfer item groups in both directions.

3 Clients/Deliverers

3.1.1 Clients – You will see a list with the clients in your warehouse. Also you could create

them.

3.1.2 Deliverers -  You will see a list with the clients in your warehouse. Also you could

create them.

4 Documents

4.1 Expenses – In the top right corner, the panel has a search engine that sorts the results by

group, date, status, cashier, and client. Then follow the add-on button. Below it is the list

of all entered costs with detailed information for each of them, which includes the type of

expense, the customer, from which cashier and how it is paid, the date of the transaction,

the type of the issued document, the explanatory note and the possibility of edit and delete

each operation.
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4.1.1 New expence -  It will appear a new window in which you could add new expence.

                                   

4.2 Incomes - In the top right corner, the panel has a search engine that sorts the results by

group, date, status, cashier, and client. Then follow the button to add new revenue. Below

it  is  a  list  of  all  earnings  entered  with  detailed  information  for  each  of  them,  which

includes the type of revenue, the client, the cashier, the date of the transaction, the type of

document issued, the explanatory note and the possibility of editing and deleting of each

operation.
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4.2.1 New income – It will appear a new window in which you could add new income.

                               

4.3 Invoices

4.3.1 New invoice 

4.3.2 List  with  invoices –It  will  appear  a list  with  all  the  created  invoices  in  your

warehouse.

4.4 Offers – creating offers to customers with the ability to generate a pro forma invoice. A

sale may be generated from each offer.

4.4.1 New offer – the same sales vision with the same capabilities. The offer does not affect
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the quantities of the commodity and the financial statements.

4.4.2 List with offers– You will see a list with all the created offers in your warehouse. 

4.4.3 Offers by items – a list of items participating  in offers made  by price information

quoted dates and stores from which the offer was sent.

4.5 Requests

4.5.1 New request - in the menu are entered the data about the store, the supplier, the type

of the document,  the number,  the date and the data of the ordered items and their

quantities. An "Add Items" button will load a window to enter this data.

The items could be inserted by name, bar code, item number, also to be searched by

deliverer, item group and quantities.
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4.5.2 List with requests for deliverers - the menu shows all created requests to providers,

with  the  ability  to  correct  data  by,  file  attachment,  print,  delete,  quick  view,  and

filtered search.

4.5.3 Requests by item -  the program displays a list of items included in already made

requests with information of suppliers,  dates, quantity and prices. 

5 Reports

5.1 Items

5.1.1 Аvailability – displays a stock list. 
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There is a possibility for a filter according to many criteria: store, product ID,

barcode, product, group, minimum quantity, etc. (see picture below) 

5.1.2 Availability by store –  list  of availability by store with option to searsh by

different criteria.

5.1.2 Quantities below minimal  –  list with all items which are below minimal.  There is

options for filter of results.

5.1.3 Item transfer

5.1.3.1Detailed query –  list  of  detailed query  for  all  the  items  (one  by one only).  It  is

necessary first to select an item. There is option to search by different criteria – store,

from date, to date, operation type, client/supplier, batch.                                            

5.1.3.2Query – table contains information about each product -  deliveries,  sales,  wastage,
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transfers to and from other store, reclamations, revisions, productions, decompositions

and total. Results can be selected by 4 designations: store, from date, to date and item.

5.1.4 Item availability for previous day – shows quantity for previous day (or other day)

of selected item. 

5.1.5 Expired batches – Lists all items that are expired. There is a possibility of filtering a

result by basic criteria. 

5.1.6 Items with current sales price lower than the delivery price – lists all items with

current sales price lower than the delivery price.
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5.2  Deliveries

5.2.1 List of deliveries – Lists all deliveries. There is a field for document type, pay-back,

date-to-date, and advanced search with more options. You can see the total amount of

all deliveries. Each delivery can be edited, printed, sent to e-mail. Attachments can be

attached  to  it,  and  there  is  a  possibility  to  change  the  type  of  payment  already

requested. For each delivery  you could see a detailed statement of quantities, prices

and suppliers.

5.2.2 Deliveries by item – subtracts a list of all items with detailed information when and

how it  is  entered  into the  system. Thanks to  the search  engine,  each  item can be

tracked  when  and  how  much  is  acceptable,  by  whom  to  whom  the  product  was

delivered and what the payment document was.
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5.3  Sales

5.3.1 List of sales – subtracts a list of all sales made. Subtracts detailed information that can be 

edited, printed and emailed. An invoice, a commercial document, can be generated for each 

transaction. The list has a search engine. You can also track the amount of your sales at any 

time.

5.3.2 Sales by item – generates a list of item sales with details for each operation. You have

16 different search options in this report. You can get information about each item

when and how much was sold, by whom and to whom it was sold, the price of the

product and what it was sold, the profit from the transaction as an amount and as a

percentage.

5.3.3 Sales made at a lower selling price than the delivery  – subtracts a list of items and

sales information - prices, quantities, date of the operation. You can see the sale with

the "Review" button.
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5.3.4 Unfinished bills – removes a list of unfinished operations from the quick sale module 

5.4  Other operations

5.4.1 Revisions

5.4.1.1List of revisions –  has a search engine for sorting revisions. Any recorded revision

can be viewed, printed and sent by e-mail.Note: A recorded revision can not be edited.

5.4.1.2Revisions by item – It has a filter having twelve search fields. 

5.4.2 Client reclamations

5.4.2.1List of reclamations – subtracts a list of reclamations. There are seventeen fields to

search for a given reclamation. Each operation can be accessed and edited to it can add

files to be sent by email and printed. 

5.4.2.2Reclamation from customer by product –  subtracts a list of all items returned by

customers. There are twelve search boxes. In the list, the goods can be arranged in

several different ways: by date, by quantity, by alphabetical order and by customer. 
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5.4.3 Reclamations to supplier

5.4.3.1List of reclamations – displays a list of reclamations to the supplier. There are sixteen

search fields.  You can see the sum of all claims and detailed information for each

operation.  

5.4.3.2Reclamations to supplier by product – gives access to a list of all items entered into

the inventory reclamation list. There are twelve search boxes. Provides information on

the  total  delivery  price  with  and  without  VAT  and  the  number  of  operations

performed. Shows if there is a difference in the delivery price and the one returned to

the supplier's items.

5.4.4 Wastages

5.4.4.1List of wastages -  gives access to the list with all of the wastages. There are sixteen

search fields. There is an option to edit, print, view and email each document on the

list.
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5.4.4.2Wastages by item - displays a list of all wasted items. The filter allows you to display

results by date, for a specified period or for a specific time, by item or item group,

wasted goods from a particular supplier or all suppliers, at a delivery or sales price,

etc. 

5.4.5 Transfer

5.4.5.1List of transfers – each document in the list can be edited, printed, viewed and files

added to it. For a better job, it has a search engine with thirty fields.
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5.4.5.2Transfers by item – gives access to a detailed view of all transferred items from one

object to another. Again, it is possible to filter the results in twelve different fields. 

5.5  Production

5.5.1 Total  quantity  of  composite  items   –  subtracts  a  list  of  consumed quantities  of

composite items for each production with the ability to search by production number,

by date, for a fixed period, by composite items and by item groups 

5.6  Finances

5.6.1 Financial reports 

5.6.1.1Financial reports by items - gives a detailed monthly statement of each item's sales.

The  sale  and  the  number  of  goods  sold  can  be  monitored.  You  can  view  the

transactions by months, for a certain period of time or for a whole year. Can trace

amounts of income, profit or loss for each item. 

5.6.1.2Financial reports by clients/suppliers  - the table provides detailed information on

revenue from customers and suppliers.  With the filter,  you can make monthly and

annual earnings and expense reports to partner companies, customers, or deliverers. 

5.6.1.3Financial reports by stores - the table displays information for each store. The filter

can again specify dates for a month, a whole year,  or a certain period. There is a

reference to a particular item if it is sold in different locations and trace the movement

of its sales. The same operations can be done with collaborating companies. 

5.6.1.4 Financial reports by cash registers - the table provides information on costs and profit.

With the filter, this information can be viewed over a period of several months, for an

item or just for one client/deliverer. 

5.6.1.5 Financial reports by users -  here you can refer to the turnover of each operator. 
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5.6.2 Movement on accounts –  shows the turnover in cash registers and users. Also a list

of payments if they are by bank transfer or cash.

5.6.3 Receivables and payables  

5.6.3.1Detailed  Report  -  in  the  detailed  report  you  can  look  at  the  types  of  operations

performed on the given clients or suppliers and what obligations they have to you.

Also you can track the certain operation by date and time.

5.6.3.2Common Report – In this query you can see the general obligations from the certain

client or supplier.
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5.7 Fiscal devices reports

5.7.1 List of reports–  – displays a list of the sales for the certain user. Generates a table of

all reports. The list can be specified by case and user. 

5.7.2 Fiscal device report – allows the creation of a new report  on each  register in the

store . 
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5.7.3 Current turnover  –shows the accumulated turnover in cash and users. 

6 Settings

6.1 Basics

6.1.1 Measure Units  - displays a list of all units of measurement entered. By allowing new

ones to be added. When creating a warehouse, numbers and kilograms have already

been entered. 
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6.1.2 Barcode Groups  -  gives access to creating new groups of bar codes  and editing

existing groups. These groups appear as options for adding new barcodes to each item.

6.1.3 Tax groups – shows a list with the tax groups.

6.1.4 Vat types - list of grounds introduced in the law on value added tax.

6.1.5 Additional units -  It  allows for the creation of new units by combining them, or

transferred from one to another.

6.1.6 Manufactures/Importers -  a  list  of  all  established  manufacturers  and  importers.

There is an option to add new ones and editing the existing ones. 
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6.1.7 Types of documents - list in all types of documents with the possibility of editing,

deleting  or  adding  new  ones.  For  starters,  you  have  an  invoice,  a  receipt  and  a

warehouse receipt. 

6.1.8 Additional  status –  an  additional  module  to  create  a  unique  status  as  additional

criteria for filtering and tracking only client-specific operations and reports. Suitable

for warehouses with an online store. 

6.1.9 Batches - a list of all items with batch numbers entered. The table can be searched by

article and batch number. Each result can be edited. 

6.1.10 Reason – Gives you information for the different expenses and incomes. 

6.1.11 Documents – On this setting you have the option to create a new document different

from the ones in your warehouse.

6.1.12 System settings - changing settings such as: time zone, date format, negative quantity,

etc. 

6.1.13 Personal settings - Here you can select the modules  that could be  displayed  on the

home panel .

6.2  Company information

6.2.1 Company data -  Here the company data can be entered as:  UIC, company name,
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MOL, company seat, etc. 

6.2.2 Bank accounts - shows all the bank accounts of the company with the choice to add a

new one and edit the already entered. 

6.2.3 Premises - an option is added to add premises to the warehouse. Suitable for places

like restaurants and pubs with more than one hall. 

6.2.4 Stands - a list of  stores  such as kitchens and bars where non-fiscal printers will be

placed. 
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6.2.5 Stores - Lists all stores in the warehouse. 

6.2.6 Fiscal devices - displays a list of all paid and entered cash registers with the option of

editing  or  removing  them.  There  is  an  option  to  add  a  new  cash  register  .

6.2.7 Transport types - list  of  transportations of suppliers, customers and partners.  The

system provides a way to add new and edit existing ones. 
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6.2.8 Payment methods - all payment methods with editing and deleting options can be

entered here. 

6.2.9 Storage Methods  - a list of created premises and goods for storing the goods. 

6.3  Other
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6.3.1 Online store– integration to WooCommerce

6.3.2 Bulmar settings – integration to accounting program. 

6.4 Users –  a  list  of  users  who have access  to  the  warehouse  with the option of  editing

existing and adding new ones. 

6.4.1 Add new user

● User name

● Password–  the password must be from 0-9 letters.

● Confirm the password

● First Name and Family Name 

● E-mail

● Max Discount Persent for User 

● UIC (Unified Identification Code/Number) 

● Operator Pos Code

● Cashier Code (Password)  1 - 19

● Operator ID 

6.5 Import

6.5.1 Import  items –  the program allows you to  import  all  items in  the  database.  The

import file must meet several criteria to pass the import. 

6.5.2 Import  clients/deliverers –  the  program  provides  you  with  the  ability  to  import

customers and vendors to the base. The file must meet the conditions listed on the

page. 

6.6  Export

6.6.1 Export items  – this setting will help you to export items from your warehouse.

6.6.2 Export clients/deliverers -  this setting will help you to export clients and deliverers

from your warehouse.

6.7       Subscription –  the subscription will give you information for the payments about

your warehouse.
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Sincerely: Team I-CASH 

tel: (+359) 899 991 288,  (+359) 899 991 464, (+359) (2) 960 71 23

E-mail: support@icash.bg
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